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Rational Method for Improving the Performance of
Lithium-Sulfur Batteries: Coating the Separator with
Lithium Fluoride
Chao Li,[a] Peng Zhang,*[b] Jianhui Dai,[b] Xiu Shen,[a] Yueying Peng,[a] Yiyong Zhang,[a] and
Jinbao Zhao*[a, b]

Sulfur, as a cathode material in lithium�sulfur batteries, has a

very high theoretical specific capacity of 1675 mAh g�1, but

there is still a large challenge, because of polysulfides’ (PSs) that

cause a severe shuttle effect. To suppress this effect, a simple

way of modifying separator by introducing lithium fluoride (LiF)

as a coating layer was developed. Owing to the interaction

between LiF and dimethoxymethane (DME, an electrolyte

solvent), a dense and viscous sol layer was formed that

suppresses PSs passing from the cathode to the anode. The

presence of this layer was confirmed by using Fourier transform

infrared spectroscopy, thermogravimetric/differential thermog-

ravimetric, and scanning electron microscopy. The linear sweep

voltammetry test had shown that the LiF-coated separator had

a wide electrochemical window above 5 V vs. Li/Li+, and the cell

assembled with the LiF-coated separator exhibited an excellent

cycling performance with a capacity retention rate of 69.3%.

Even without LiNO3 as an electrolyte additive, a high coulombic

efficiency of 93% after 200 cycles at 0.2 C was achieved.

1. Introduction

The appearance of rechargeable battery brings lots of conven-

ience for our daily life. For example, a large number of devices

become portable such as mobile phones, cardiac pacemakers,

cameras and laptops, etc. Furthermore, the power of trans-

portation tools like cars, buses and bicycles are being replaced

by electric motor to protect the environment and to be

convenient. Also, the booming development of the speed and

performance of artificial intelligence demands larger energy,

while the convenience of portable devices is pursued. Thus, the

batteries with high specific energy are in demand. However, the

specific capacity of nowadays commercial cathode materials is

far from people’s demands.[1]

The lithium-sulfur (Li�S) battery has attracted more and

more attention,[2] since the sulfur has a high theoretical specific

capacity of 1675 mAh g�1 with lithium as anode. The value is

nearly ten times more than that of the conventional cathodic

materials, such as LiMnO2 and LiFePO4, used in the lithium ion

batteries. Nevertheless, there are three main obstructions that

Li�S batteries are confronted with. Firstly, the natural insulating

property of elemental sulfur urges it to be combined with more

conductive carbon material, resulting in decreasing energy

density of full cell. Secondly, the bulk expanse of S to Li2S

during the discharging process is so huge that the electro-

chemical performance suffers from the great change of the

electrode architecture. The last but the most serious problem is

the dissolution of soluble intermediate, polysulfides (PSs), which

not only decreases the utilization rate of the active material,

but also can shuttle from cathode to anode, causing low

coulombic efficiency and lithium anode corrosion, which is

called “shuttle effect”.[1b, 3] To address the “shuttle effect” of Li�S

battery, lots of efforts have been devoted to suppress PSs ions

migration to anode area through the separator.

As well known that Li�S battery is composed of the sulfur

material as a cathode, the Li foil as an anode and the polyolefin

membrane as separator, which all are soaked in a liquid

electrolyte, which generally is lithium bis(trifluoromethanesul-

fonyl)imide (LiTFSI) dissolved in a mixture of dimethoxyme-

thane (DME) and 1,3-dioxolane (DOL) (1:1 by volume). There-

fore, present researches are focusing on the following four

aspects: the cathode modification, the anode protection, the

separator modification and the electrolyte additive. Among

them, the cathode modification has attracted the most

attention. Various metals, metal oxides metal sulfides and

polymer were utilized to mix with elemental sulfur for

immobilizing the PSs due to these materials could form strong

bonding energy with the PSs ions.[2b, 4] Also, the physical

absorption has the advantage absorbing PSs. In order to make

full use of physical absorption, different carbon materials, such

as microporous carbon and hollow porous carbon spheres,

were manufactured.[4b, 5] The effectivity of the methods through

modification of anode material and electrolyte additive was

also revealed, among which the electrolyte additive, lithium

nitrate (LiNO3), was applied extensively.[6] In addition, the

interlayer placed between cathode and separator was also
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considered to be important to restrict the shuttling of PSs ions

to lithium electrode.[7]

The separator is an indispensable component of lithium

battery for separating cathode apart from anode and plays an

important role for the safety of battery. Researchers have also

found that the separator is effective to block the shuttling of

PSs ions.[8] Both Nafion and the boron-based single ion

conductive separator have been proved to be effective to

improve the cycling performance of Li�S battery.[9] Owing to

some negatively charged groups on its surface, the graphite

oxide coated separator improved cycling performance obvi-

ously.[10] Ketjen black-MnO composite has also been coated on

separator gaining an excellent performance for Li�S battery.[11]

Additionally, the separators coated by Al2O3, V2O5, and Li1.5Al0.5

Ge1.5(PO4)2, respectively, have also been reported to be applied

in the Li�S batteries.[12] Meantime, The concept of “solvation in

salt” has been raised, which make use of viscosity of electrolyte

to suppress the PSs ion migration,[13] and the quasi-solid state

electrolyte has been made through electro-polymerization

method to suppress the PSs ion migrating.[14] Nevertheless, the

LiTFSI is expensive, thus too much use of LiTFSI will not be an

applicable way.

In lithium ion battery with LiPF6-based electrolyte, the LiF is

a main compound of solid electrolyte interphase (SEI), which is

essential for the stability of battery and has the voltage

decomposition window of 5.91 V vs Li/Li+.[15] LiF has also been

proven as an additive to improve the columbic efficiency of

batteries with carbonate-based electrolyte by Lynden A.

Archer’s group.[16] And LiF has been reported to own a low

barrier energy for surface diffusion of Li ions over the surface of

LiF.[17] However, in the ether-based electrolyte, LiF has a very

low solubility.[18] Kim et al and Gao utilized lithium bis

(fluoromethanesulfonyl)imide (LiFSI) as the lithium salt instead

of LiTFSI to in situ form LiF as a protective coating on

cathode.[19] In addition, Manthiram’ group used LiF formed by

fluorinated ether electrolyte to strengthen the stability of SEI

on the anode of Li�S cell, improving the cycling perform-

ance.[20]

Although achieved excellent performance of Li�S battery,

these methods were complex or high-cost. Previous reports

reported that LiF could interact with DME as a Lewis alkali

through Lewis acid Li atom to form DME(LiF) cluster,[21] and we

found that LiF in DME solution could form a semi-transparent

sol, and the compound of LiF and DME had a high viscosity

(Figure SI1). In the presence of the interaction between LiF and

DME, a physical barrier would be formed, and the mobility of

liquid would be decreased, all of which would benefit the

blocking of PSs. Meanwhile, because of a low barrier energy for

surface diffusion of Li ions over the surface of LiF,[17] the

migration of Li ions would not be effected obviously. As a

result, it could be concluded that using the LiF coating layer to

modify the separator for Li�S battery with DME-based electro-

lyte could suppress the PSs ions due to the interaction between

LiF and DME. Furthermore, this coating layer would protect Li

anode when it was placed towards Li anode because of high

surface energy of LiF.[19a, 22] In this work, the LiF submicronic

particles prepared by ball-milling was coated onto commercial

lithium ion battery polyolefin separator with the adhesive. The

modified separator performed an excellent characteristic for

suppressing “shuttle effect”. The method coating LiF submi-

cronic particles onto separator is very simple and low-cost, and

it is considered to be a promising method for improving

performance of Li�S battery.

2. Results and Discussion

The basic features for the separators such as thermal shrinkage

and the contact angle tests results were shown in Figure SI2

and SI3. LiF coated separator showed excellent performances

on the basic features.

The micro morphology of routine and milled LiF particles

were shown in Figure 1a and 1b. After being milled, LiF

particles turned into around 300 nm. The surface scanning

electron microscope (SEM) images of the pristine separator, the

LiF coated separator and SiO2 coated separator before cycling

were showed in Figure 1c, 1d, and 1e, respectively. The uniform

pores in the pristine separator could be seen in the Figure 1c,

and the pore size of microspores was about 200 nm, which

could maintain ionic pathway and avoid the direct contact

between cathode and anode. However, the PSs ions could also

transfer through these channels resulting in loss of active

material sulfur in Li�S battery. After coated with LiF, the surface

of separator was covered with submicronic particles with the

size of about 300 nm. And the LiF particles were dispersed

meanly on the surface of separator. Meanwhile, the surface

became smooth in the main, which could make for inhibition of

lithium dendritic crystal. The cross-section SEM image of LiF

coated separator could be seen in Figure 1 f, and the coating

layer thickness was uniform around 7 mm. The smooth surface

and uniformity thickness of coating layer were important for

protecting Li metal, owing to inducing Li ion meanly trans-

ferring.[23] In addition, the interface of coating layer and

separator membrane was tight, indicating the strong adhesion

between the LiF coating layer and membrane. It should be

noted that tortuous tunnels had formed obviously, which could

play a role of size exclusion effect. Microspores had been

Figure 1. SEM images of a) before being milled LiF particles and b) after
being milled LiF particles, as well as the c) pristine separator, d) LiF-coated
separator, and e) SiO2-coated separator before cycling; f) cross-section SEM
image of LiF separator before cycling.
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proved to be beneficial for suppressing PSs ions by Cui’s

group.[24]

The Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) spectra

of LiF with DME was measured as shown in the Figure 2. The

peak at 1121 cm�1 was aligned to the vibration of bond C�O�C,

and shifted to 1132 cm�1 when mixed with LiF obviously. It is

because the DME has the high donor number constant of 24[25]

as a Lewis alkali, which LiF could interact with through Li

atom.[26] The interaction between LiF and DME increased the

bond force constant, resulting in the peak shifting. The LiF in

DME would become sol-like with a higher viscosity, which

would benefit undoubtedly reducing the migration of liquid

and suppressing PSs ions.

If a sol layer was formed, saturated vapor pressure of

solvent would be decreased, resulting in volatilization slowing

down. That would be reflected in the TG and DTG curves. We

conducted the measurement of TG testing. In the process, LiF

powder by milled method was dried in vacuum oven under

120 8C for 30 h and then mixed with liquid electrolyte. In

addition, the mass of LiF powder and liquid electrolyte was as

the same as that of pristine separator and liquid electrolyte, so

that the condition was kept the same. In Figure 3, the DTG

curve of LiF with liquid electrolyte showed that the maximum

evaporation rate and temperature was 0.52% at 43.8 8C, while

that of pristine separator soaked in liquid electrolyte was 0.82%

at only 40.7 8C. Obviously, the volatilization of LiF soaked liquid

electrolyte was slower than that of pristine separator soaked in

liquid electrolyte. It was an evidence that the sol layer was

formed which could be also seen in Figure SI1.

The lithium ion conductivity of separator soaked in liquid

electrolyte reflected migrating rate of lithium ions through the

separator which was influenced by pore size and porosity of

the separator. The ionic conductivity of LiF coated separator

was 5.6 � 10�4 S cm�1, which was a little lower than that of

pristine separator of 6.9 � 10�4 S cm�1 and SiO2 coated separator

7.2 � 10�4 S cm�1, That might be attributed to the physical

barrier of LiF layer and increased viscosity of electrolyte in the

coating layer, which was caused by the interaction between LiF

and DME.

The electrochemical window of LiF coated separator, SiO2

coated separator and pristine separator soaked in liquid electro-

lyte was investigated via LSV on CHI660E from 1 V to 6 V with

the scan rate of 1 mV s�1. As we known, the LiF was stable up to

5.9 V vs Li/Li+. The LSV curves (Figure 4a) of LiF coated

separator, SiO2 coated separator and pristine separator soaked

in liquid electrolyte had only one oxidation peak at about 5 V,

which was attributed to the decomposition of LiTFSI and

solvent. It was noted that the anodic peak for the LiF coated

separator soaked in liquid electrolyte shifted to a higher

voltage, which should be attributed to the electron affinity of

LiF improving the stability of DME. It could also prove the

interaction between LiF and DME. Therefore, the LiF coated

separator is suitable in the Li�S electrolyte system, whose work

voltage window is 1.5 V~3.0 V vs Li/Li+.

Li ion transference number could deliver the feature of

separators to hinder anodic ion. The result of Li ion transference

number (t+) of LiF coated separator was shown in figure 4b.

Current slowly went down from 0.117 mA to 0.087 mA. The

equivalent Randles circuit was used to fit EIS, obtaining that R0

was 63.8 W and Rs 79.2 W. So, t+ was 0.61, which was usually

0.2~0.4 for the commercial separator.[27] Apparently, the LiF

coated separator was efficient for blocking the diffusion of PSs

anions.

The electrochemical reversibility of the cells assembled with

both LiF coated separator and LiNO3 as electrolyte additive was

investigated by the cycle voltammetry (CV) method. Figure 4c

showed that the CV curves of cell assembled with LiF coated

separator owned two typical cathodic peaks at about 2.3 V and

2.1 V and one anodic peak at about 2.5 V for the Li�S battery

system. The cathodic Peak at about 2.3 V was attributed to the

reduction from element S to high-ordered polysulfides Li2Sx

(x�4), while the peak at about 2.1 V belonged to the

transformation from Li2Sx (x�4) to Li2S2 and Li2S.[28] Meantime,

the anodic peak at about 2.5 V was attributed to the oxidation

of polysulfides to element S or Li2S8. From 2th cycle, all of the

cathodic and anodic peaks nearly had no shift, suggesting that

good reversibility was gained for the cell assembled with LiF

coated separator, which indicated that the cell with LiF coated

separator had a good reversibility.

Figure 2. FTIR spectra of LiF, DME, and DME-LiF.

Figure 3. TG and DTG curves of the pristine separator and LiF powder
soaked in the same liquid electrolyte.
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As illustrated in Figure 4d, the initial discharge/charge

curves of cells with LiF coated separator and routine separator,

respectively, using 1 M LiTFSI in DME/DOL (V:V = 1:1) containing

1 wt % LiNO3 as electrolyte additive at 0.2 C, both owned two

typical discharging plateaus of Li�S battery, one about 2.3 V

and another about 2.1 V. The discharge/charge plateaus were in

corresponding to the peaks in the CV result. The cells with LiF

coated separator or pristine separator had the specific

discharge capacity of 1064.6 mAh g�1 and 1020.6 mAh g�1,

respectively. And the charge capacity of cells with LiF coated

separator and pristine separator were 1030.5 mAh g�1 and

1054.2 mAh g�1 respectively. There was no excessive discharge/

charge plateau appearing in the curve of the cell assembled

with LiF coated separator, compared to that of the cell

assembled with pristine separator, indicating the coating of LiF

had no any side reaction in the electrochemical reactions

corresponding to the LSV measurement for the LiF coated

separator. What should be mentioned was that the cell

assembled with pristine separator had still an overcharge

phenomenon even with LiNO3 as electrolyte additive, but little

overcharge phenomenon was found in the cell assembled with

LiF coated separator. It could prove the effect of LiF coated

separator for suppressing PSs ions.

The cycling performance profiles of cells with the pristine

separator and the LiF coated separator were showed in

Figure 5a. The cycling performance of the cell with pristine

separator was similar to the previous reports.[4c] After three

cycles, the specific capacity of cell assembled with LiF coated

separator was more stable, compared to the cell with pristine

separator which still had a fast decay. After 200 cycles, the

discharge capacity of the cell assembled with LiF coated

separator was 580.4 mAh g�1, capacity retention rate of 69.3 %

based on 3th discharge capacity, but the cell assembled with

pristine separator was only 341.4 mAh g�1, capacity retention

rate of 37.5 % based on 3th discharge capacity. Cell with LiF

coated separator also showed capacity fading. That was

because that although LiF coated separator could suppress the

PSs shuttling to anode efficiently, PSs could still be dissolved in

liquid electrolyte. In the process, PSs could be absorbed in

separator and on particles, which could hardly return to the

cathode. Therefore, it also made the capacity fade to some

extent. It was noted that the discharge capacity of the cell

assembled with the SiO2 coated separator after 200 cycles was

only 222.2 mAh g�1, which was due to the coating layer towards

Li foil, while SiO2 could absorb PSs ions which could not be

reused, resulting in the bad cycle performance. Accordingly,

based on the capacity at 3th cycle, the discharge capacity

decay of the cell assembled with pristine separator was

3.03 mAh g�1, while that of the cell assembled with LiF coated

separator was only 1.30 mAh g�1 per cycle. A better cycling

performance was gained obviously. It should be attributed to

the blocking effect of LiF coated separator to PSs ions, and the

effect stemmed from the sol layer between LiF and DME, not

just the microspores formed by LiF particles. And EIS results

(Figure SI4) of the cells assemble with pristine separator and LiF

coated separator showed using LiF coated separator had nearly

no side effect. And the rate performances (Figure 5b) of cells

also showed that LiF coating onto separator had no negative

impact on rate performance of the cell. In addition, for cell with

LiF coated separator gained 752.4 mAh at 0.2 C after 1.6 C

cycles and kept an excellent stability.

Meanwhile, the cells with high sulfur loading were also

tested (Figure 5c). As same as the cells with low loading sulfur,

the cells of high loading sulfur assembled with LiF coated

separator showed a more stable performance than that with

pristine separator. Meantime, cells assembled with LiF coated

Figure 4. a) LSV curves of the LiF-
coated separator, SiO2-coated separa-
tor, and pristine separator soaked with
liquid electrolyte at a scan rate of
1 mV s�1. b) Lithium-ion transference
number polarization curve of the LiF-
coated separator, EIS spectra before
and after polarization, and the equiv-
alent Randles circuit. c) CV curves of a
Li�S cell with a LiF-coated separator
during the first five cycles at a scan
rate of 0.1 mV s�1. d) The initial dis-
charge/charge curves of cells as-
sembled with a LiF-coated separator
or a pristine separator.
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separator and and pristine separatorwithout LiNO3 as electro-

lyte additive were also investigated in cycling performance

(Figure 5d) respectively,. As a result of PSs ions shuttle effect,

the cell assembled with pristine separator had a severe over-

charge phenomenon, resulting in a low coulombic efficiency of

79.8% at an average and a quick capacity loss. However, as

expected, the cell assembled with LiF coated separator

maintained a more stable and higher coulombic efficiency of

above 93% without any LiNO3 as electrolyte additive, which

was a large improvement in contrast to that of the cell

assembled with pristine separator. In order to confirm the

capability of LiF coated separator for limiting PSs ions in the

cathodic area, visible shuttle effect tests were carried out by the

H type glass cell with the separator in its middle, which was

easy to replace the LiF coated separator, the SiO2 coated

separator and pristine separator. To guard the coating layer, the

front surface was added a layer of pristine separator, mean-

while, two pristine separators were used in the contrasted

experiment. 0.1 M Li2S6 solution was prepared by mixing Li2S

and pure S at the stoichiometric ratio of 1:5 in DOL and DME

(1:1, by volume) under magnetic stirring for 6 h. Both of the left

chambers were 0.1 M Li2S6 solution, accompanying the right

one filled blank electrolyte (DOL and DME, 1:1, by volume). In

order to avoid the dissolution of LiF in the large amount of

liquid electrolyte, excess LiF powders were put into the

solution. Figure 6a, 6b and 6c showed the test results. At the

beginning, the color of the right chambers with pristine

separator, the SiO2 coated separator or the LiF coated separator

was the same. However, as expected, after 0.5 h, a color change

could be observed in the right one of glass cells with pristine

separator and the SiO2 coated separator, and the color turned

darker yellow with the time. Contrastively, nearly no color

Figure 5. Cycling performance profiles of different cells a) at 0.2 C with LiNO3 as additive, b) at different rates, c) with a high mass load of sulfur of about
3 mg cm�1 at 0.04 C, and d) without LiNO3 at 0.2 C.

Figure 6. Polysulfide permeation measurements. H-type permeation device
with a) the pristine separator, b) the SiO2-coated separator, and c) the LiF-
coated separator.
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change could be seen for the blank cell with LiF coated

separator, even after 50 h, little color change could be

observed, which could prove that LiF coated separator could

suppress PSs ions. Therefore, it could explain the reason why

the Li�S cell assembled with LiF coated separator could have a

better stability performance and a higher coulombic efficiency.

The shuttle effect of PSs ions would cause corrosion of

anode lithium. To detect the effect of LiF coated separator to

the anode lithium foil, the lithium foils in cells with LiF coated

separator or pristine separator after 150 cycles at full discharged

status were taken out after cells were dissembled in Argon-

filled glove box. Then, the lithium foils were washed with DME

to remove PSs and other substances. After DME on Li foils

volatilized fully, the Li foils were transferred quickly into a SEM

measurement device. Figure 7a~7d showed the SEM images of

lithium foils mentioned above. Severe corrosion could be seen

on the surface of lithium foil taken out from the cell assembled

with pristine separator (Figure 7a and 7b), which was similar

with the previous report,[12a, 29] in which the phenomenon was

considered to be caused by the attack from the PSs ions to the

lithium metal. In contrast, the surface of lithium foil dissembled

from the cell with LiF coated separator (Figure 7c and 7d)

maintained a smoother morphology, without lithium hole or

dendrite. The absence of lithium hole should be attributed to

little PSs ions existing in anode Li foil, and That there was no

lithium dendrite should be due to the smooth surface and

uniform thickness of coating layer. It could be a powerful proof

that the LiF coated separator could suppress the shuttling of

PSs and protect anode lithium metal, which could explain that

the cell with LiF coated separator gained a more stable cycle

performance.

In addition, lithium foil taken out from cell after 50 cycles at

discharged status assemble with LiF coated separator whose

coating layer was 11 mm was tested, too (Figure 7e, 7 f and

Table 1). In Figure 7e, thick and dense layer was observed,

which might be the interaction between LiF and liquid electro-

lyte. And EDS results (Table 1) showed that the ratio of S and O

element on the surface of the dense layer was nearly in

consistent with that in LiTFSI, indicating that little PSs shuttling

to the anode. Those indicated that LiF coating on separator

could effectively protect lithium.

To further explore the reason why the LiF-coated separator

could retard PSs, the SEM images of the pristine separator and

the LiF coated separator faced to lithium anode, respectively,

was carried out after 50 cycles at full discharged status, which

were taken out from the cells disassembled in the argon-filled

glove. From Figure 8e and 8 f, we could see a compact surface

of the LiF coated separator, which might be owing to the

interaction between LiF and DME. No obvious pores could be

observed, that could also explain why the LiF coated separator

could suppress shuttling of PSs ions to anode. In contrast, the

obvious pores still existed on the surface of the pristine

separator taken out from cell dissembled (Figure 8b and 8c).

The obvious microspores could be observed compared with

the LiF coated separator before cycling (Figure 8a), demonstrat-

ing that the dense layer formed in situ because of the

interaction between LiF and DME. And the formed dense layer

could block the channel for PSs ions. In addition, the lower

barrier energy for surface diffusion of lithium ions over the

surface of LiF could help the migration of lithium ions. So, the

protection for lithium and the suppression for PSs could

account for the better cycling performance of cells with the LiF

coated separator.

Figure 7. SEM images of Li metal a,b) of cell assembled with the pristine
separator and c,d) of cell assembled with the LiF-coated separator, after 150
cycles. e) SEM image and f) energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) of the Li
anode after 50 cycles at full discharged status.

Table 1. EDS elemental analysis results.

Element Weight% Atomic%

C K 8.73 13.58
O K 12.39 14.47
F K 64.82 63.76
S K 14.06 8.19
Totals 100.0

Figure 8. SEM images of a–c) the pristine separator and d–f) the LiF-coated
separator taken out of the cells after 50 cycles at discharged status.
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To further prove the suppressing capacity of LiF coated

separator to PSs ions, the X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy

(XPS) S 2p spectra of the surface of pristine and the LiF coated

separators towards anode lithium foil in cells were performed.

The fitting criterion was as the previous report[7a, 30] and Table

SI1 showed comparison between binding energies obtained

and that in previous literatures. The value was similar within the

allowable range of error, taking the insulating nature of the

separators into consideration. Figure 9a and 9b showed the S

2p XPS spectra and fitting results of pristine separator and the

LiF coated separator after 10 cycles at fully charged status. The

peaks of bridging S and terminal S which were representative

of long chained PSs owned a large proportion of the spectra for

the pristine separator. It indicated that PSs ions could migrate

through pristine separator freely, which could explain the

reason of bad cycling performance of the cell assembled with

pristine separator. Compared with the pristine separator, little

terminal and bridging S could be found for the LiF coated

separator, which suggested that little PSs ions shuttled through

the LiF coating layer.

3. Conclusions

In summary, the separator coated with LiF had been prepared

by simple coating method successfully which had been applied

in Li�S battery. The investigation via an electrochemistry

window test indicated that the LiF coated separator was

suitable in the Li�S battery. The FT-IR, TG and DTG, SEM, SEM-

EDS elemental analysis results showed that LiF in DME could

form sol, which would be beneficial to the formation of a dense

layer to suppress PSs shuttling, through which the lithium ions

could migrate freely due to the lower barrier energy for

diffusion of lithium ions over the surface of LiF. Using LiF coated

separator, the Li�S cell owned an excellent cycling performance

with the capacity retention rate of 69.3%. And even without

LiNO3 as an electrolyte additive, the high coulombic efficiency

of 93% at average after 200 cycles at 0.2 C was gained. The H-

type cell test showed that the LiF coated separator could

suppress PSs ions obviously. The FTIR and SEM images of

separators in cells assembled with pristine and LiF coated

separator after cycling demonstrated that the interaction

between LiF and DME prompted the formation of a dense layer,

which could block PSs ions and allow lithium ions to pass

through freely. Therefore, as the Scheme 1 illustrated, there

existed PSs passing from cathode to anode in the cell

assembled with pristine separator (Scheme 1a), while after

coating LiF, with the protection of the coating layer, the PSs

ions could not migrate to anode. At the same time, the LiF

coating layer could transfer Li ions without influence because

of the low barrier energy for diffusion of Li ions over the surface

of LiF. The LiF coating layer could play a role that could block

the PSs shuttling and allow Li ions to transfer freely. As a simple

method to improve the characteristics of Li�S battery, we

believe that the LiF coating method will be a promising method

in the future.

Experimental Section

Material Preparation

The LiF submicronic particles were prepared through ball-milling
commercial micro LiF particles 4 g commercial micro LiF powder
and a certain amount of acetone were put together to ensure LiF
particles all were swelled in acetone, and then was ball-milled to
the size of around 300 nm at the speed of 400 rpm for 4 h on the
QM-3SP04 planetary ball mill (Nanjing NanDa Instrument Plant), in
which the weight of ball (ZrO2) and LiF particles was 10:1. Then as-
prepared LiF particles were mixed with the carboxymethyl cellulose
sodium (CMC) and polyvinyl pyrrolidone (PVP) in the water/ethanol
(2:1 by weight) solution and the weight ratio of LiF, CMC, PVP was
9:0.5:0.5 and the weight of the three solid was 20%. After that, the
mixed solution was continually stirred for 12 h at the ambient

Figure 9. XPS S 2p spectra of a) the
pristine separator and b) the LiF-coated
separator dissembled from cells.

Scheme 1. Schematic configuration of the Li�S cells with a) the pristine
separator and b) the LiF-coated separator.
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temperature. The propene polymer (PP) separator (16 mm) (UBE
Co., Japan) was selected as the pristine separator, which was coated
with the mentioned solution using a doctor blade. Then the
separator was dried in the vacuum oven at 50 8C for 24 h. The
coating layer was controlled around 7 mm. In order to confirm the
effect of LiF coated separator for blocking PSs ions not just
stemming from micropores formed between LiF particles, SiO2

coated separator was performed under the same condition by
using 50 nm SiO2 particles. And for detecting the mechanism, LiF
coated separator with 11 mm was also prepared.

Membrane and Material Characterization

The scanning electron microscope (SEM) images and energy
dispersive spectrometry (EDS) analysis were performed through
HITACHI S-4800 equipment and the cycle voltammetry (CV)
spectrum was investigated by CHI660E (Chenhua instrument,
Shanghai) with the scan rate of 0.1 mV s�1 between 3.0 V and 1.5 V
at ambient temperature. The linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) was
also using CHI660E with the scan rate of 1 mV s�1 from 0 to 6 V vs
Li/Li+. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was measured with
the Quantum 2000 (Physical electronics). The photoemission peaks
were calibrated using the hydrocarbon contamination peak at
284.8 eV in the C 1 s spectra. Fourier transform infrared spectro-
scopy (FT-IR) was carried out on ThermoFisher Nicolet iS5, pressing
potassium bromide alone or with LiF into sheet, respectively,
followed by dropping DME onto the sheet and stewing for 30 min.
Then measurement was carried out from 4000 cm�1 to 500 cm�1.
The thermogravimetric (TG) analysis was achieved on STA 449 F3
Jupiter (Netzsch, Germany) with the heat rate of 2 K min�1.

The lithium ionic conductivity features of pristine separator and LiF
coated separator in liquid electrolyte of Li�S cell system were
tested by using alternating current (AC) impedance method on
Solartron 1286 + 1260 with a frequency ranging from 1 Hz to
100 kHz as the pervious report,[23] using two stainless steel plates to
sandwich the soaked separators to form a blocking cell. The lithium
ionic conductivity was determined through the following formula:

s ¼ L=ðS ReÞ ð1Þ

where L is the thickness of the measured separator, Re is the
resistance of the system, and S is the effective area of the
electrode.

Estimation of Li+ transport number (tLi
+) was conducted through a

potentiostatic polarization method on a simulating cell by
sandwiching LiF coated separator soaked in liquid electrolyte
between two Li foils. Then, (tLi

+) was calculated using the following
equation:

tþLi ¼
IssðDV� I0R0Þ
I0ðDV� IssRssÞ

ð2Þ

where ~V is the constant potential of 10 mV, R0 and Rss are the
initial and the final interfacial resistance, I0 and Iss are the initial and
the final current, respectively.

Electrochemical Measurements

The electrochemistry characteristic was investigated by assembling
CR2032 type coin cell. The sublimed sulfur with any further
processing, the acetylene black and the binder LA132 (Chengdu
Indigo Power Sources Co., Ltd Chengdu) were mixed to turn slurry
meanly by the mass ratio of 6:3:1, using deionized water as the
solvent. Then the slurry was cast onto aluminum foil, followed by
drying under vacuum oven under 60 8C for 12 h. Then the cathode

sheet was punched into a disc in radius of 6 mm. The sulfur mass
loading at unit area of the cathode sheet was controlled at about
0.8 mg and 3.0 mg. The 1 M LiTFSI dissolved in a mixture of
dimethoxymethane (DME, Sigma Aldrich, 99.5 %, anhydrous) and
1,3-dioxolane (DOL, Sigma Aldrich, 99.5 %, anhydrous) (1:1 by
volume) containing or not containing 1 wt % LiNO3 was as the
electrolyte, respectively. The lithium foil was as the anode, and
pristine separator, the LiF coated separator and the SiO2 coated
separator were as separator, respectively. The coating layer was
placed towards anode lithium. The processes were all operated in
Argon-filled glove box (M. Braun Co., Germany). The galvanostatic
charge/discharge measurement over the voltage range of 1.8~
2.6 V was initiated on the CT2001 A (Land, Wuhan) battery testing
system at ambient temperature. For the cycle performance, the
cells were cycled at 0.2 C (1 C = 1675 mA g�1), and the cells with
high loading sulfur assembled with LiF coated separator and
pristine separator were cycled at the current density of 0.04 C. The
specific capacities were calculated based on the active material
sulfur.
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